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Fast Reactor Cover Gas Purification - The UK Position

A W THORLEY

1. Introduction

The cover gas in the Prototype Fast Reactor (PFR) provides an inert gas

blanket for both primary and secondary sodium circuits, ensures inert gas

padding exists between the upper seals associated with penetrations through

the reactor roof and provides argon to items of plant such as the control rods

and the rotating shield and also to on line instruments such as the secondary

circuit Katharometers.

In order to meet these and other requirements purification of the argon

cover gas is important to ensure:

1. gas fed to purge gaps in the area of the magnetic hold device in the

control rod mechanisms is not laden with sodium aerosols and reactive

impurities (0?, H~) which could cause blocking both within the gaps and

pipelines.

2. gas phase detection systems which provide early warning of steam

generator failures or oil ingress into the sodium are not affected by the

presence of gaseous impurities such as H_, C0/C02 and CH,.

3. Mass transfer processes involving both corrosion products and

interstitial atoms cannot be sustained in the cover gas environment due to the

presence of high levels of 0_, N_ and carburising gases,

4. background levels of radioactivity (eg Xe 133) are sufficiently low to

enable gas phase detection of failed fuel pins, and

5. the primary circuit gas blanket activity is sufficiently reduced so that

discharges to the atmosphere are minimised.
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This paper describes how the PFR cover gas purification system is coping

with these various items and how current thinking regarding the design of

cover gas purification systems for a Civil Demonstration Fast Reactor (CDFR),

where larger gas volumes and higher levels of radioactivity may be involved,

is being guided by current experience on PFR. The paper also briefly reviews

the experimental work planned to study aerosol and caesium behaviour in cover

gas environments and discusses the behaviour of those impurities such as Zn,

oil and N« which are potentially damaging if certain levels are exceeded in

operating plant.

2. Brief Description of the PFR Cover Gas System

The cover gas volume above the primary sodium in PFR is 0.3 x 10 litres

or 3.1 x 10 litres if the surge tanks are included. The volume occupied by
3

the gas in the secondary circuits is 12 x 10 litres per circuit. The

operating pressure is just above atmospheric ie 110 +_ 3kN/m2 and during plant

operation periodic venting of the system occurs to accommodate any increases

in pressure caused by inleakage of padding gas from the upper roof seals into

the primary sodium argon and changes in temperature as the reactor goes to

power.

Argon is supplied to the PFR site in liquid form. The delivered argon

meets a specification of <5ppm of all impurities and check samples to ensure

that this specification is being met are made before the argon is passed to

the reactor ring main. Typical values obtained are 1-3 vpm for each of the

impurities oxygen, moisture and nitrogen. Once the argon enters the primary

and secondary circuits further checks are undertaken by sampling the gas in

the secondary circuits before the plant becomes operational. Once the reactor

goes on power no further gas phase samples are taken because secondary circuit

sodium levels are now sensitive to changes in gas pressure. However, the

quality of the incoming gas can still be monitored indirectly by the hydrogen

and electrochemical oxygen meters which are installed on the secondary circuit

cold trap loop.

In order to ensure that the primary circuit argon is free of sodium

aerosols before it is used to purge the control rod mechanisms, gas is

extracted from the argon gas blanket and passed at a flow rate of 7 litres/sec
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(7 x 10~ m3/sec) through an aerosol filter and an absolute filter. The

feedline to the aerosol filter slopes towards the reactor cover gas to assist

drainage and during operation this pipe is maintained at a temperature of

15O-2OO°C. Also during operation a certain amount of gas is by-passed (after

the pump) to the sampling station where the gas is analysed using a gas

chromatograph, beta-precipitators and a gamma-spectrometer. This latter

instrument provides both isotopic resolution and the first indication of

failed fuel pins by measurement of Xel33. Samples can also be extracted from

the line using sample bottles and these are passed to the analytical support

group to provide checks on the gamma-spectrometer readings, for Radon analysis

to check for failures in 'tagged1 pins using alpha-spectrometry and to check

the levels of non-radioactive constituents using mass—spectrometry. For

details of the system see Fig 1.

3* Operating Experience

Argon supplies

The argon gas provided to the PFR site has been found to meet the

required specification since the plant was commissioned in 1974. The quality

of the argon during plant operation is such that the cold traps on the

secondary circuit have no difficulty in controlling 0~ and H« levels in the

bulk sodium to values of 8 ppm and 0.2-0.45 ppm respectively. In addition the

dedicated supplies to the Katharometers have not affected the operation of

these units. Alarm levels are obviously used on the secondary circuits and

these are set at 250 vpm H~ on the hydrogen detection systems and 100 vpm W ,

50 vpm 0_ and 50 vpm N_ on the cover gas monitors.

Behaviour of the purification system

In the earlier development of the purification system a number of

schemes to remove entrained sodium from argon were investigated at the Risley

Nuclear Laboratories (RNL)(1). In addition the argon flow rates required to

ensure free flow of gas in the PFR control rod mechanisms were studied using a

mock up of the PFR control rod system. Complementary to these investigations

an aerosol filter was developed at the Windscale Nuclear Laboratories (WNL)

for eventual use on PFR(2)(3). The operation of this unit is adequately
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described in a companion document (Paper 1) to this paper and therefore only

the main points of interest are included in this report. For example, in the

initial stages of operation it was established that certain tube banks in the

filter tended to block, consequently different methods of operation had to be

adopted both to unblock the tubes and to operate the unit with a number of

blocked tubes. In the event the filter was replaced with a better designed

unit which has since operated satisfactorily. During the removal of the

filter it was apparent that the unit had collected a large amount of Cs 137

which originated from experimental single pin failures during the time the

filter was in service(4).

Analysis of impurities during purification

The gas chromatograph in the monitoring station is calibrated to detect

H2, N~, He, 0-, Kr, Ne, Xe and CH *. With some slight modification it can

also detect ethane and CO/CO- gas mixtures. So far the elements detected by

the chromatograph when the reactor is on full power are H_ (5-6 vpm), N~ (100

vpm) and He (5-16 vpm). On occasions higher levels of He, which are thought

to come from the vented control rods, are observed (V50 vpm). The remaining

elements, (see above), have not been detected by the chromatograph.

Gas sampling to detect the failure of Radon tagged pins has been

succesful using a semi-quantitative absence/presence method of analysis. The

beta precipitators have also performed satisfactorily at a standard background

of 1040 counts/sec. During pin failure this level can 'spike' to 200,000

counts/sec, although generally speaking smaller releases, of the order of

10-20000 counts/sec, are usually observed. Detection of failed pins using the

gamma-spectrometer has also provided useful data during leak events at

measured background levels of 0.1 millicuries/m3 for Xe 133. It is to be

noted however that neither Cs 137, 134 or Na 22 have been detected using this

analytical route.

The detection limit for CH, is 50 vpm which is equivalent to a spill of 13

grams of oil into 900 tonnes of sodium or 116 grams of oil if the surge tanks

are included in the cover gas volume.
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Levels of radioactivity and gas effluent discharge

The inleakage of the padding gas from the upper roof seals into the

primary argon gas blanket together with the need to maintain the gas blanket

argon pressure within specified limits requires up to 8000 litres of primary

argon gas to be discharged daily from the delay tanks to atmosphere. This

means that in 1985 - a period when we had a limited number of failed

experimental pins - discharges of Xe 133, Xe 133m, Xe 135, Ne 23, Kr 85m Kr

87, Kr 88 and Ar 41 were also made to the atmosphere. However, when these

releases are compared with the site derived limit averaged over the year they

are only a small fraction of the allowable discharge and in reality the total

discharge for 1985 was less than the derived limit for one day.

Mass—transfer effects

The low levels of nitrogen recorded on the gas chromatograph and the

absence of oxygen and methane are reasonable indications that negligible

corrosion, due to oxidation effects, nitriding or carburisation is occurring

in the gas space of PFR. Nitriding studies undertaken at RNL in sodium

vapour-nitrogen-argon environments have indicated that 2000 vpm N_ is an

acceptable level in this type of environment (see nitriding studies later) and

therefore the levels recorded are considered acceptable. However, with the

exception of the Berkeley Carbon Meter, no materials have yet been removed to

confirm these assumptions. The only material which has been exposed in the

argon cover gas for some considerable time is the stainless steel Type 321

extension tube to the Berkeley Carbon Meter which was situated in the IHX

region of the primary circuit where it operated at a nominal temperature of

52O°C. Although subsequent examination of this tube showed no evidence of

carburisation or nitriding it is interesting to note that there was evidence

of mass-transfer of Mn54 and Co60 from the liquid sodium pool to slightly

cooler positions on the tube which were in the gas space. Similar deposits

have also been identified on plugs removed from the primary circuit and the

aerosol filter. This phenomenon is to be further investigated in the Harwell

mass-transfer loop (see supporting studies).
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4. Purification Systems for Future UK Reactor Designs

Although future designs of purification plant will have to accommodate

greater gas volumes and, depending on the acceptable level of failed pins,

greater Cs 137 inventories, aerosol filters will still have to be designed to

last the lifetime of the plant(5). Also if economic factors dictate that

Civil reactors have to operate with a number of failed pins then facilities

will be required to maintain activity levels in the gas space at values where

the failed pin detection (FPD) systems are still operable and discharges to

atmosphere remain within acceptable limits.

In the light of these considerations the cover gas clean up system for a

Civil Demonstration Fast Reactor (CDFR) has been designed where there is no

on-power removal of activity from the cover gas, but at shutdown a reduction

of cover gas activity prior to active handling is required. Batch operation

at shutdown conditions (25O°C) will also considerably reduce the sodium vapour

loading on the aerosol filter and also reduce the attendant caesium carry

over.

The most important active species in the cover gas are listed below -

concentrations of a particular source depend very much on the general

operating conditions of the reactor.

Cover gas -

Normal operation

Additional following operation

with 300 burst pins

active constituents

Ar 4 1

Na 2 4

Xe 1 3 3

Kr 8 5

v
 8 8
Kr
„ 134
Cs

Cs 1 3 7

I 1 3 1

132

Half

5

10

2.

2.

30

8

2.

life 1.8 h

15 h

d

.6 y

8 h

i y

y

d

3 h
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In the design the reduction in cover gas activity will be achieved by

adsorption of Xenon and Krypton in a bed of carbon granules (charcoal). A

delay in the start-up of the system (following shutdown) allows short life

active isotopes present in the cover gas at shutdown to decay naturally in the

reactor and not in the carbon bed. The delay also allows I 133 (21 hour half

life) present in the sodium pool to decay to Xe 133 after shutdown. Thus, 75

hours after shutdown, only Xe 133 and Kr 85 need be considered for clean-up.

Two carbon beds are to be provided, the off-line bed will be available

as a spare unit and for extra clean-up capacity as desired. Each is sized for

the total mass of gas to be removed at the lowest inlet concentration at which

the bed is to be run to prevent break through occurring. The radiological

source terms for the system design are based on the following conditions:

assumed number of burst pins 300

amount of 133 Xe in cover gas at shutdown 1.87 gms

amount of stable Xe after 30 years 10 kg

flowrate through carbon beds 0.025 kg/s

The adsorption of Xe and Kr on charcoal increases as the temperature

decreases. To minimise the volume of charcoal required and thus the shielding

and operating space requirements, each charcoal bed is maintained at cryogenic

temperatures. A bed temperature of -140°C is selected because this

temperature is readily attained and experimental data on Xe and Kr adsorption

on charcoal are available for this temperature.

In relation to the removal of sodium aerosols the cover gas is taken

from the main purge vessel pipe to the sodium aerosol filters by a leak

jacketted line 75mm diameter. The cover gas suction pipe is sized by

reference to a requirement for a low overall pressure drop, to avoid negative

pressure at the compressor inlet, and one that is not unduly affected by the

presence of sodium condensate.
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The design of the aerosol filter is based on that for PFR. It is fitted

with a hot inert gas heated leak jacket and operates at a temperature of

200°C. The unit comprises two banks of knit-mesh filter pads, whose area is

determined by a pro-rata enlargement of the PFR design, based on gas flowrate.

The aerosol filter is fitted with a liquid sodium collection void, this

arrangement has the advantage that it is simple and does not require the

continuously heated drain lines and lutes etc required by the PFR design. The

sodium is removed periodically by suction pump as required.

The aerosol laden cover gas enters the top of the filter, passes

downwards through the two banks of knit-mesh pads where the sodium coalesces

and separates from the gas stream. After the gas has left the second bank of

filters it passes upwards through the large diameter central outlet.

The particulate filter is mounted on top of the aerosol filter, this

layout simplifies access and installation plumbing and also enables, when the

filter is backflushed, the sodium filter cake to fall into the aerosol filter.

In this fashion the all carry over sodium is held in the aerosol filter

collection void.

The particulate filter operates below the sodium freezing point, it is

unlagged and is cooled by nitrogen supplied by the main reactor vault cooling

system. It is an etched disc filter of the type manufactured by VACCO

Industries.

Two filter assemblies are specified, one will act as a standby to be

commissioned as required when the operational unit is blocked etc. It is

estimated that two such units will accommodate the lifetime needs of the

reactor. For details of the design see paper 2.
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5. Behaviour of Impurities in the Gas Space - Chemical considerations and

supporting UK experimental work

Behaviour of Sodium Aerosols

Sodium aerosol behaviour in argon cover gas environments is being

investigated at AERE Harwell(6)(7). Although the studies are more related to

mass and heat transfer effects in the cover gas the work will provide a better

understanding of aerosol behaviour which could lead to improvements in aerosol

filter design. Items of potential interest include: studies of the growth and

vapourisation of aerosols as a function of Lewis and Condensation No., the

effect of changing pool temperature and temperature difference between the

pool and the cover gas on aerosol behaviour, a fundamental study of the growth

rate of liquid drops and an investigation into how heat and mass are

transferred in annular gaps and components of complicated geometry. For

details of these items see ref 4.

Behaviour of Cs vapour

An investigation is to be undertaken at AERE to establish the degree of

partitioning which occurs between liquid sodium and vapour environments when

the sodium is circulated in the Harwell Mass Transfer loop under conditions

typical of those anticipated in FBR's(7). The study will involve experiments

to investigate the mass transport of radioactive Cs from a hot sodium pool to

the cover gas. Similar studies will also be undertaken to establish what

factors affect the deposition of Mn 54 and Co 60 in vapour phase environments

(see earlier). The intention of the work is to provide mass transport rates

as a function of temperature difference between the sodium pool and the cooled

roof. The effects of disturbed pool surfaces (roughened surfaces) and gas

bubble disentrainment on transport rates will also be investigated. Heat

transfer rates through the cooled roof will also be measured using heat flux

meters installed in appropriate positions. Details of the type of facility to

be used in these studies are illustrated in figs 2 and 3.
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Behaviour of zinc vapour in the argon cover gas

The chemical behaviour of zinc vapour in the argon cover gas above a

sodium pool containing various levels of zinc has been investigated at RNL,

AERE and DNE (8, 9, 10) using both static sodium and pumped loop facilities

(see also companion document - Paper 3). The purpose of the tests was to

establish whether zinc levels in sodium, higher than those specified, could

promote embrittlement of materials and increase levels of radioactivity (Zn

65) in the gas space through enhancement of zinc concentrations in the cover

gas. In support of the experimental programme a thermodynamic analysis of the

Na-Zn and Zn-Fe systems was undertaken prior to the experiments. This

assessment indicated that zinc concentrations in the gas space above the

sodium pool are enhanced a hundred times (compared with the pool

concentration) at temperatures of 460°C and that cooling the vapour in the

upper parts of the roof space to 32O°C reduces the enhancement in the

deposited liquid film by a factor of 10. Also the wide solid solubility range

that exists in the Fe-Zn system implies that the deposited zinc could

partition between the sodium film and the steel thus becoming a precursor for

embrittlement.

In order to confirm these predictions experiments have been undertaken

to establish zinc enhancement factors in the sodium vapour phase above a

heated sodium pool and in the deposited sodium film. The partitioning of the

zinc between this liquid film and the underlying steel plate has also been

studied. Overall the results indicate that, within limits, the use of the

existing thermodynamic data to model zinc behaviour in the cover gas is

reasonably justified. (See Paper 3.)

Nitriding of steels in cover gas environments

Nitriding studies to establish the kinetics of nitriding reactions in

gas phase environments of sodium systems and levels of nitrogen which affect

the tensile properties of Type 316 and 321 stainless steels have been

undertaken at the CEGB (BNL)(11) laboratories and RNL. These studies have

shown that the levels of nitrogen currently being recorded in PFR are not

damaging from a nitriding stand point. However the experimental evidence

suggests that in an unstabilised stainless steel system the low partial
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pressure currently being measured in the cover gas might promote denitriding

under the sodium especially if sinks for nitrogen exist elsewhere in the

sodium circuit. Although the recommended limit for nitrogen in the cover gas

of PFR is 1000 vpm it would seem from the recorded gas space analyses that

flasking procedures on the reactor are not producing levels of concern. For

further details see Paper No 4.

Gas phase monitoring for oil ingress into sodium systems

Work undertaken at BNL and RNL to establish the types of gaseous

impurities released to the cover gas when oil contacts liquid sodium have been

reported in ref 12. In support of these earlier studies tests are currently

in hand at RNL to establish what levels of methane can be measured in gas

phase environments when oil or oil-sodium reaction products are added to the

sodium. The tests cover situations where oil can either enter a hot sodium

pool or drip onto the sodium inside the pump casing where the maximum

temperature is approx 450°C. In the event that sodium inside the pump will

eventually mix with the pool sodium it is proposed that oil-sodium reaction

products (not oil) will now enter the sodium and therefore the tests have to

cater for these situations. So far preliminary test results have shown that

it may be possible to detect small amounts of oil by gas phase monitors over a

range of temperature irrespective of whether the oil enters the sodium

directly or as a sodium-oil reaction product. Larger quantities can also be

detected by in-sodium monitors such as the Harwell carbon meter.

6. Summary

The UK position can be summarised as follows:

1. Liquid argon supplies delivered to the PFR site meet the required

specification and the level of impurities (0« H?N_) subsequently passed

to the reactor ring main are in the range 1-3 vpm for each impurity.

Dedicated argon supplies to detection instruments such as the

Katharometers and the performance of the cold trap on the secondary

circuit cold trap loop indicate that the quality is maintained during

plant operation.
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2. With the exception of earlier problems with the aerosol filter due to

blocking of certain tube banks the filtration unit has since worked

satisfactorily. Gas being passed to various positions eg control rod

and rotating shield mechanisms is relatively aerosol free to the extent

that these components have also worked satisfactorily.

3. Ingress of the argon from the upper roof seal to the reactor primary

cover gas means that the pressure of the system rises above the required

operating limits. To decrease the pressure the gas is periodically

vented from the delay tanks to atmosphere. Experience has shown that

these tanks are capable of reducing levels of radioactivity to

acceptable values, consequently there has been no need to commission the

carbon delay beds (which are part of the purification system) to improve

the situation.

4. The failure of certain experimental fuel pins in PFR has meant that Cs

137 is collecting in the aerosol filter. However the levels of

radioactivity arising from the venting of noble gases to the

atmosphere is well within specified limits.

5. Analytical facilities which measure levels of active and non-active

constituents in the cover gas indicate that the major non-active

constituents (as measured on the gas chromatograph) are hydrogen,

helium, and nitrogen which are at a low level. Gas sampling techniques

have successfully identified the presence of Radon from tagged fuel pins

by using a semi-quantitative absence/presence type of detection method.

Gamma spectrometry measurements indicate that the major contributor to

cover gas activity is Xe 133 and that Na22 and Gsl37, 1'34 have not yet

been identified in the purified argon. Preliminary evidence also

suggests that mass-transport of Mn54 and Co60 is occurring in the vapour

phase.

6. Supporting studies, mainly at AERE, are currently investigating the

behaviour of sodium aerosols and Cs 137 in cover gas environments.

Although the former is being studied in the context of heat and

mass-transfer in the cover gas both investigations are important to the
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generic understanding of Na and Cs behaviour in relation to aerosol

filter design. The behaviour of Mn54 and C06O in the gas space above

the sodium pool will also be investigated at AERE and RNL.

7. The behaviour of other elements in cover gas environments such as Zn

have been investigated at RNL, AERE and DNE. The conclusions drawn from

these experiments is that zinc behaviour in the cover gas can be

modelled using thermodynamic data derived from the Na-Zn and Fe-Zn

binary systems. Preliminary work undertaken at RNL to identify whether

gas phase detectors (eg a gas chromatograph) can detect the presence of

oil ingress into sodium has shown that it may be possible to detect

small amounts of oil, either as oil or sodium-oil reaction products over

a range of temperature. Experimental work also indicates that the

current levels of N. recorded by the PFR gas chromatograph should not

cause significant nitriding of components, in the cover gas.

8. Future designs of purification system have to ensure that aerosol

filters and carbon beds can adequately cope with greater cover gas

volumes and, depending on the acceptable level of failed pins, higher Cs

137 and Xe 133 inventories respectively. Schemes have to accommodate

periodic regeneration of the filter, prevent blockages occurring outside

the filter in areas such as gas lines and ensure levels of radioactivity

are reduced to acceptable values before discharge.
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